Abstract Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) uses wireless radio frequency technology to automatically identify tagged objects. Despite the extensive development of the RFID technology in many areas, tags collisions still remain a major problem. This issue is known as the collision problem and can be solved by using anti-collision techniques. Current probabilistic anticollision approaches suffer from tag starvation due to the inaccurate Backlog estimation and have a low performance in some cases. In this research, we propose a Probabilistic Cluster-Based Technique (PCT) to maximise the performance efficiency during the tag identification process. The PCT approach creates new tag grouping strategies using particular equations, according to the optimal efficiency obtained for a specific number of tags. Through extensive experimentation, we have demonstrated that the proposed concept performs better than the other current state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
RFID technology is an automated wireless technology that uses radio frequency waves to track items. It has the potential to improve the efficiency of business processes by providing automatic identification and data capture. In modern day, there are various applications where RFID technology is integrated such as warehouse and supply chain monitoring. In those applications where numerous RFID tags are presented in the interrogation zone simultaneously, the RFID reader is required to have an ability to read data from individual tags. If more than one tag tries to communicate to the reader at the same time, a collision occurs and the tag will need to be re-transmitted. A technical approach that handles tag collision without any interference is called an anti-collision scheme.
Several methodologies have been proposed to minimise collision issues in RFID system. The two types of tag anti-collision methods widely used are the Deterministic and the Probabilistic approaches. Deterministic methods perform the tag identification by transmitting a query with specific prefixes, and the tags respond with their ID. This procedure leads to lengthy queries issued by the reader and causes identification delay. On the other hand, probabilistic methods decrease the probability of collision by scheduling the responses of tags at random time. This process leads to tag starvation problems as not all tags can be identified after the long waiting period of time.
In this study, we propose a new method called a Probabilistic Cluster-Based Technique (PCT), to minimise the total number of slots and frames queried during the tag identification process and to maximise the system efficiency. In order to show the significance of our proposed methods, we conducted an experimental evaluation and compared our methods to the existing techniques. The results from our experimentation studies indicate that the proposed PCT256 method maintained its system efficiency above other existing methods and has the highest achieving performance.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in section 2, we provide general background information related to tag collisions and different anti-collision schemes. Section 3 contains discussion of the different probabilistic anti-collision methods along with Backlog estimation techniques and their limitations. We present our new methodology, the Probabilistic Cluster-Based Technique in section 4. In section 5, we present our experimental evaluation, results and analysis; and finally, we conclude the paper in section 6.
RFID Background
RFID technology is an automatic identification technology that identifies electronic tags attached to items without the need for a direct line of sight between the reader and the tag. There are several methods of identification but the most common is to store data containing the tag's identifier known as EPC (Electronic Product Code).
RFID system may only consist of a tag and a reader but a complete RFID structure involves many other components and software such as computer, network, Internet, middleware, and user applications. RFID reader retrieves information from tags and sends that information back to host computer via middleware. RFID data streams that are captured by readers can be accumulated very fast, resulting in data collisions. While there are approaches previously proposed in literature, based on identifying and rectifying the missing observational data after it has been stored within the database [4] , it is crucial that the RFID system must employ anticollision protocols in readers in order to enhance the integrity of captured data.
Tag and Reader Collisions
Simultaneous transmissions in RFID systems lead to collisions as the readers and tags typically operate on the same channel. Three types of collisions are possible: Reader-Tag collision, Tag-Tag collision, and ReaderReader collision [10] .
• Reader-to-Tag: Interference occurs when one tag is simultaneously located in the interrogation zone of two or more readers, where more than one reader attempts to communicate with that tag at the same moment.
• Tag-to-Tag: Tag collision in RFID systems happens when multiple tags are energised by the RFID reader simultaneously, and reflect their respective signals back to the reader at the same time. This problem is often seen whenever a large volume of tags must be read together in the same reader zone because the reader is unable to differentiate these signals.
• Reader-to-Reader: Interference occurs when a reader transmits a signal that interferes with the operation of another reader and prevents the second reader from communicating with tags in its reader zone. Reader-to-Reader collision can be avoided by determining the appropriate reader's deployment that prevents direct signal interference between two or more readers.
Tag Anti-Collision Approaches
Tag collision problem is more complex than those within reader collision categories. The various types of tag anti-collision approaches for tag collision can be reduced to two basic types: deterministic approaches and probabilistic approaches.
Deterministic Approaches
The deterministic approach starts by asking for the first binary bit of the tag until it matches the tags; then it continues to ask for additional characters until all tags within the region are found. This approach is slow and introduces an identification delay but leads to fewer collisions, and has 100 percent successful identification rate [16] , [21] , [17] , [19] .
Probabilistic Approaches
In a probabilistic approach, tags respond at randomly generated times. If a collision occurs, colliding tags will have to identify themselves again after waiting a random period of time. This technique is faster than deterministic based approach but suffers from tag starvation problem where not all tags can be identified due to the random nature of chosen time. When we mentioned the probabilistic anti-collision approach in RFID, we usually refer to the ALOHAbased approach, which is the most widely used type of anti-collision. Slotted ALOHA [20] , which initiates discrete time-slots for tags to be identified by reader at the specific time, was first employed as an anti-collision method in an early days of RFID technology. The principle of Slotted ALOHA techniques is based on the Pure ALOHA introduced in early 1970s [1] , where each tag is identified randomly. To improve the performance and throughput rate, different anti-collision schemes were suggested in the past literature. The three most accepted techniques, Basic Framed-Slotted ALOHA, Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA, and Enhanced Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA, are described in the next section. 
Basic Framed-Slotted ALOHA Algorithm
The Basic Framed-Slotted ALOHA (BFSA) is the most basic of all the algorithms that use a fixed frame-size throughout the identification round. The reader offers information to the tags including the frame-size specification and the random number selected by each slot within the frame. Each tag selects a slot using the random number and then sends its ID back to the reader [23] , [14] , [12] . Since the frame-size of the BFSA is fixed, its implementation is simplistic. However, the system's efficiency drops significantly in the event of there being too large or too small tag counts. For instance, no tag may be identified in a read cycle if there are too many tags within the interrogation zone. On the other hand, under small tag counts where large frame-size is used, lots of empty slots are produced, resulting in decreased system efficiency.
In ALOHA-based anti-collision, there are three kinds of slot as shown in Figure 1 : 1) Empty slot where there is no tag reply; 2) Successful slot where there is only one tag reply (Tag 4); and 3) Collision slot where there is more than one tag reply (Tag 2 and Tag 3).
Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA Algorithm
The Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA (DFSA) overcomes the problems associated with BFSA by dynamically changing the frame-size according to estimated number of Backlog, which is a number of tags that have not been read. In DFSA, each tag in an interrogation zone selects one of the given N slots to transmit its identifier, and all tags will be recognised after a few frames. Each frame is formed of specific number of slots that is used for the communication between the readers and the tags. To determine the frame-size, it gathers and uses information such as number of successful slots, empty slots, and collision slots from the previous round to predict the appropriate frame-size for the next identification round [6] , [14] , [5] , [25] .
DFSA can identify the tag efficiently because the reader adjusts the frame-size according to the estimated number of tags. However, the frame-size change alone cannot reduce sufficiently the tag collision when there are large numbers of tags because it cannot increase the frame-size indefinitely. DFSA has various versions depending on different tag estimation methods used. There have been several researches to improve the accuracy of frame-size by implementing a Frame Estimation Tool [13] , [11] , [3] .
Enhanced Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA Algorithm
The DFSA algorithms change the frame-size to increase the performance efficiency of the tag identification. However, as the number of tags becomes larger than the frame-size, the probability of collision increases rapidly. If number of unread tags can be estimated accurately, frame-size can be determined to maximise the system efficiency or minimise the tag collision probability. For instance, when the number of tags is large, the probability of tag collision can be reduced by increasing the frame-size. However, the frame-size cannot be increased indefinitely. When the number of unread tags is too large to achieve high system efficiency, the number of responding tags somehow must be restricted so that the optimal number of tags responds to the given frame-size [14] , [13] .
The Enhanced Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA (EDFSA) first estimates the number of unread tags. If the number of tags within the interrogation zone is larger than the maximum frame-size, the EDFSA algorithm splits the number of Backlog into number of groups and allows only one group of tags to respond. When the reader limits the number of responding tags, it transmits the number of tag sets and a random number to the tags when it issues the query. Only the tag that picks zero as its slot counter responds to the request. If the number of estimated Backlog is below the threshold, the reader adjusts the frame-size without grouping the unread tags. After each read cycle, the reader estimates the number of unread tags and adjusts its frame-size. This procedure repeats until all the tags are read [14] , [13] . The problem with EDFSA method is, it assumes that 256 is the optimal frame-size and splits tags into group set by using the power of two (2,4,8...) . This results in a decrease in system efficiency when the number of tags is a fraction above the threshold and the number of group sets will be doubled.
Backlog Estimation Techniques
In order to predict accurate number of unread tags and determine the new frame-size, ALOHA-based anticollision algorithms gather and use information such as number of successful slots, empty slots, and collision slots from the previous round to predict the appropriate frame-size for the next identification round. In past literature, there have been several methodologies related to Backlog estimation. These approaches include Schoute method [22] , Vogt method [24] , Bayesian method [9] , Chen1 and Chen2 methods [2] , and PTES method [18] . Unfortunately, some of these methodologies either have low performance efficiencies or are too complicated to be implemented for some RFID applications. These methods are explained as follows:
Schoute Backlog Estimation Technique
Schoute [22] developed a Backlog estimation technique for Dynamic Framed-Slotted ALOHA using Poisson distribution. The Backlog, after the current frame Bt, is given by equation:
Where c represents the number of collided slot in the current frame.
Schoute method is the simplest, easy to implement with low overhead computation, and provides accurate tag estimation [27] .
Vogt Estimation Techniques
In [24] , a procedure to estimate Backlog is presented by minimising the difference between the observed value, including number of empty slot h, successful slot s, and collision slot c, and the expected value E(H), E(S), E(C). In order to find the comparative precise Backlog, the reader needs to resolve the equation below:
Vogt method presents the most accurate tag estimation, however, the complexity of the algorithm resulted in high overhead and therefore cannot be applied to Gen2 protocol [12] .
Bayesian Estimation Techniques
Bayesian method [9] first computes the frame size L based on the current probability distribution of the random variable N that represents the number of tags transmitting. Then it starts frame with L slots and waits for tag replies and update probability distribution of N, based on evidence from the reader at the end of the frame. The evidence comprises the number of empty slots, successful slots, and collision slots in the last frame. The method then adjusts probability distribution N by considering newly arriving tags and departing tags including the ones which successfully replied and do not transmit in subsequent slots. Bayesian method requires the most complex computation and implementation of algorithm [15] . This resulted in high overhead and delays the identification process. It is therefore not widely applied in RFID systems.
Chen1 and Chen2 Estimation Techniques
Most of the static algorithms estimate the Backlog with the number of collided slot. However, Chen1 method [2] estimates the Backlog, based on the empty slot information, through the probability of finding h empty slots after completing a frame L. Chen2 method [2] is a simpler way to estimate the number of tags, which is illustrated as follows:
If h=0, n is set to a certain upper bound for the tags estimate.
Chen1 and Chen2 methods have worse performances than simple Schoute method, according to [26] . Chen1 method also requires complex computation, which leads to high overhead and delay the tag identification process.
Precise Tag Estimation Scheme
Precise Tag Estimation Scheme (PTES) [18] approach assumes that for the current identification round, each collision slot has at least 2 tags colliding. However, it is unknown how many tags actually caused the collision. There is exactly 1 tag per successful slot, thus successful slots are not taken into consideration. On the other hand, empty slots will continuously occur during the next rounds of identification despite the frame-size. Therefore, Backlog after the current frame is defined by equation:
Where c is Collision Slot; e is Empty slot; V 1 and V 2 are variables for collision slot and empty prediction respectively.
In this study, we have chosen PTES approach to be used as Backlog estimation tool in our newly proposed Probabilistic Cluster-Based Technique. PTES method is easy to implement with low overhead computation and provides accurate tag estimation. This approach has the best performance in terms of system efficiency, and the number of frames and slots queried by the algorithm. The optimal efficiency of PTES can be obtained when the suitable parameters have been chosen for the specified initial frame-size.
Probabilistic Cluster-Based Technique
To address shortcomings of the current probabilistic anti-collision methods, we propose a Probabilistic ClusterBased Technique (PCT) to minimise identification time and optimise performance efficiency. The Precise Tag Estimation Scheme (PTES) [18] is also employed as accurate frame-size prediction for PCT.
This section explains the fundamental of probabilistic anti-collision, the PTES frame-size estimation method, and the proposed PCT rules.
The Fundamentals for Probabilistic Tag Estimation
In probabilistic anti-collision schemes, to estimate the number of present tags, Binomial distribution has been utilised [26] , [15] , [7] , [8] . For a given initial Q in a frame with F slots and n tags, the expected value of the number of slots with occupancy number x is as follows:
Therefore, the expected number of Empty slot e, Successful slot s, and Collision slot c are given by the following equations:
Thus, the system efficiency (E) is defined as the ratio between the number of Successful slot and the frame-size given by the following equations:
It has been proven that the highest efficiency can be obtained if the frame-size F is equal to the number of tags n, provided that all slots have the same fixed length [26] :
PTES Backlog Estimation
We have chosen PTES backlog estimation to incorporate with our proposed PCT method. The suggested threshold for frame-size for PTES is set according to estimated number of tags utilising Binomial distribution. For example, if estimated number of tags is around 60 tags, the suggested frame-size would have a Q value of 6. The frame-size, where Q = 6, will allow a minimum number of 33 tags and a maximum number of 64 tags to be identified. Table 1 shows Minimum and Maximum number of tags allowed per suggested frame-size, and Minimum and Maximum boundary of random numbers generated per frame-size. Maximum number of tags allowed in each frame-size is calculated by 2 Q and minimum number of tags allowed is calculated by 2 Q−1 + 1. The Table 1 Suggested frame-size boundary (B) and minimum and maximum number of tags (NT) for specific estimated number of tags. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the PTES algorithm applied for the number of backlog estimation, and either keep the current frame-size or readjust the frame-size for the next identification cycle. The PCT method employed a dynamic probabilistic algorithm concept and uses group splitting rule to split Backlog into group if the number of unread tags is higher than the maximum frame-size.
PCT approach first estimates the number of Backlog. If the number of Backlog within the interrogation zone is larger than the specific frame-size, it splits the number of Backlog into a number of groups and allows only one group of tags to respond. The reader then issues "Query", which contains a 'Q' parameter to specify the frame-size. Each selected tag in the group will pick a random number between 0 to 2 Q -1 and put it into its slot counter. Only the tag that picks zero as its slot counter responds to the request. When the number of estimated Backlog is below the threshold, the reader adjusts the frame-size without grouping the unread tags. After each identification cycle, the reader estimates the number of Backlog using PTES algorithm and adjust its frame-size.
Probabilistic Anti-Collision Algorithm using PTES
PCT approach first estimates the number of unread tags, then it decided if the number of tags needs to be spliced or not. The probabilistic anti-collision algorithm, using PTES as accurate frame-size prediction, is then applied to each selected group of tag. Algorithm 2 demonstrates our probabilistic based anti-collision algorithm applied to each selected group of tags, where only one group of tags respond to the reader. There are three kinds of slot:
1. Successful slot: Where there is only one tag reply, the reader sends ACK(RN16) to a tag. The tag then backscatter its EPC to the reader and the reader issues QueryRep for the next slot. 2. Empty slot: Where there is no tag reply, the reader then issues QueryRep for the next slot. 3. Collision slot: Where there is more than one tag reply, the reader then issues QueryRep for the next slot.
After "QueryRep" command is received, each tag decreases its slot counter by 1. At the end of each frame, the reader checks if all tags have been identified, estimates the number of Backlog using PTES algorithm, and adjusts its frame-size.
PCT Preliminary
Instead of splitting tags into group randomly, the PCT approach derived new rules using particular equations 
Reader sends QueryAdjust; end Algorithm 2: Probabilistic anti-collision algorithm with PTES Frame-Size Prediction according to the optimal system efficiency obtained for specific number of tags. We first conducted an experiment to acquire optimal frame-size for specific number of tags as shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the optimal system efficiency achieved by the probabilistic method is approximately 38% and the optimal number of tags are close to the maximum frame-size. Efficiency is calculated as shown in Equation 1:
Where S is the number of Successful slots, C is the number of Collision slots, and E is the number of Empty slots.
From the results acquired for performance efficiency evaluation, we have developed five cluster-based equations to find a minimum and maximum number of tags suitable for particular frame-size. These minimum and maximum number of tags are derived to acquire the optimal performance efficiencies as in Figure 2 . Each equation is then used to exploit rules for PCT.
To show the derivation of all five cluster-based equations in detailed, Table 2 demonstrated given information found from Figure 2 , and all missing fields. From table 2, it is visible that at optimal system efficiency of Fig. 2 Performance efficiency of different frame-size on different number of tags 38%, the number of tags is equal to the available framesize calculated by 2 Q . We have set the minimum and maximum boundary efficiencies at 33%. The information on maximum number of tags at 33% is also available from Figure 2 . For example, when Q is equal to 8, the optimal percentage efficiency can be obtained at 256 tags and the number of tags at maximum boundary is equal to 352 tags. Table 3 demonstrated the derived answers for missing fields from Table 2 . The minimum boundary with 33% efficiency is calculated by the maximum boundary of the previous frame plus 1. Thus, for Q8, the minimum boundary is equal to 177 (176 + 1). After finding all information needed, the reverse engineered equations for maximum and minimum boundaries are derived for each Q. After we found all outcomes for each Q, it is now possible to find the reverse engineered equation for two or more type of Qs. For example, if Q8 and Q7 is applicable, then the reversed engineered equation for maximum boundary is equal to [ 
In order to simplify the derived equations, we employ the use of β (Beta), κ (Kappa), and µ (Mu), and assigned these three icons to express each rule. In this research, we proposed three rules for PCT: PCT256, PCT128, and PCT-E (PCT-Extended). All rules split the number of Backlog into groups then used one of initial Q8 (frame-size 256), Q7 (frame-size 128), or Q6 (frame-size 64), to identify a current set of tags. Equation 2 shows the conversion of all three key sets, for the five cluster-based equations, into β, κ, and µ. For equations 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, we applied three key sets within these equations. These key sets employed β, κ, and µ and applied them into each PCT rule, as shown in Table 4 . Table 4 displays equations 3 to 7, with the minimum and maximum bounds for each rule. For instance, Equation 3 is applied to all three rules: PCT256, PCT128, and PCT-E. Equation 4, however, only apply to PCT-E. Table 4 The conversion of PCT rules to β Beta, κ Kappa, and µ Mu
PCT256 PCT128
PCT-E Max
PCT Rules
PCT approach derived new rules using particular equations expressed by β Beta, κ Kappa, and µ Mu. All rules split the number of Backlog into groups then used one of Q8 (frame-size 256), Q7 (frame-size 128), or Q6 (framesize 64), to identify a current set of tags. We make the assumption that the performance efficiency can be improved by dividing tags into accurate number of groups, then perform the tag identification separately for each group. In this research, we have chosen the frame-size of 256, 128 and 64 for our PCT rules because the initial Q of 8, 7 and 6 provides the most appropriate range for current RFID reader and passive tags specification. Generally, the Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) reader is capable of capturing various number of passive RFID tags that depends on the reader type and tag class (e.g. Class 0: Read-only tag). Thus, selected initial Qs are the most suitable for our proposed rules. Each PCT rule, with the minimum and maximum bounds, is explained as follows:
PCT256 PCT256 uses either frame-size of 256 (Q = 8) or frame-size of 128 (Q = 7) for tag identification. We assume that the identification time and performance efficiency of our proposed PCT256 will advance from the existing probabilistic approaches. From the preliminary of all PCT rules, we obtained specific equations to calculate minimum and maximum bounds for the PCT256 rule. These equations are applied as shown in Table 5 . Table 5 displays relevant equations for minimum and maximum bounds calculation for the PCT256 rule. From the table, we can see that there are two framesize, 256 and 128, for grouping division. For example, the minimum bound is calculated by 3β + 1 when the number of group division comprised 3 groups of 256 and 1 group of 128, and the maximum bound is calculated by 3β + κ. Following the computation, the minimum and maximum bounds are 1057 and 1232 respectively, as shown in Table 6 .
After applying specific equations for each group division, Table 6 shows the final PCT rule for PCT256. For instance, if the number of Backlog equals to 900 tags, the PCT256 algorithm will split the unread tags into 3 groups of Q8 (256).
Algorithm 3 demonstrates the group splitting algorithm using PCT256 rule, which either keep tag in a Algorithm 3: Group Splitting Algorithm using PCT256 Rule PCT128 PCT128 uses either frame-size of 128 (Q = 7) or frame-size of 64 (Q = 6) for tag identification. The PCT128 contains higher number of groups in some cases, compared with the PCT256 method, which may result in worse performance efficiency for specific number of tags. We calculate minimum and maximum bounds for the PCT128 rule according to specific equations. These equations are applied as shown in Table  7 . Table 7 displays the relevant equations for minimum and maximum bounds calculation for the PCT128 rule. From the table, it can be seen that there are two framesize, 128 and 64, for grouping division. For example, the minimum bound is calculated by 5β + 1 when the number of group division comprises 5 groups of 128 and 
1 group of 64, and the maximum bound is calculated by 5β + κ. Following the computation, the minimum and maximum bounds are 881 and 968 respectively, as shown in Table 8 . Table 8 shows the PCT rule for PCT128. For instance, if the number of Backlog equals to 900 tags, the PCT128 algorithm will split the unread tags into 5 groups of Q7 (128) and 1 group of Q6 (64). Algorithm 4 demonstrates the group splitting algorithm using PCT128 rule, and either keep tag in a single group or split tag into number of groups according to PCT128 rule. PCT-Extended The rules of PCT-Extended (PCT-E) are more complex than the PCT256 and PCT128. This is because the PCT-E identify tags using three different frame-size of 256 (Q = 8), 128 (Q = 7), and 64 (Q = 6) instead of two. We assume that the performance efficiency of PCT-E can improve further from the PCT256. However, the identification time may increase due to the higher number of group applied in each identification round. From the preliminary for all PCT rules, we obtained specific equations to calculate minimum and maximum bounds for the PCT-E rule. These equations are applied as shown in Table 9 . Table 9 PCT-E Boundary Computation -number of group (Frame-Size 256, 128 and 64), and minimum and maximum bounds Table 9 presents the relevant equations for minimum and maximum bounds calculation for the PCT-E rule. From the table, it is shown that there are three frame-size, 256, 128 and 64, for grouping division. For instance, the minimum bound is calculated by [2β + κ] + 1 when the number of group division comprised 2 groups of 256, 1 group of 128, and 1 group of 64; and the maximum bound is calculated by 2β + κ + µ. Following the computation, the maximum and minimum bounds are 881 and 968 respectively, as shown in Table  10 . Table 10 displays the PCT-E rule. For instance, if the number of Backlog equals to 900 tags, the PCT-E algorithm will split the unread tags into 2 groups of Q8 (256), 1 group of Q7 (128), and 1 group of Q6 (64). -1233 to 1320 256  3  128  1  64  1  1145 to 1232 256  3  128  1  --1057 to 1144 256  3  --64  1  969 to 1056  256  3  ----881 to 968  256  2  128  1  64  1  793 to 880  256  2  128  1  --705 to 792  256  2  --64  1  617 to 704  256  2  ----529 to 616  256  1  128  1  64  1  441 to 528  256  1  128  1  --353 to 440  256  1  --64  1  177 to 352  256  1  ----89 to 176  128  1  ----45 to 88  64  1  ----23 to 44  32  1  ----12 to 22  16  1  ----6 to Algorithm 5 demonstrates the group splitting algorithm using PCT-E rule, and either keep tag in a single group or split tag into a number of groups according to PCT-E rule.
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Experimental Evaluation
In order to show the significance of our proposed methods, we conducted an experimental evaluation and compared our methods to the existing techniques. In this section, we describe the data sets used in the experiment, present the results of the experiment, and provide the analysis. 
Data Sets
The aim of the experiment is to compare the performance of our proposed PCT to the existing probabilistic DFSA and EDFSA anti-collision approaches. The best approach is the one with the highest system efficiency and the lowest number of slots required for tag identification. In this experiment, we considered different number of tags, from 100 to 1400, within the interrogation zone. The number of simulated tags are assumed to be no more than 1400 tags, due to maximum range of UHF reader and passive tags. Before the tag anti-collision algorithm is utilised, the number of tags are unknown.
Results
Our experimentation evaluates the performance of our proposed PCT method to existing DFSA and EDFSA approaches. In Table 11 and Figure 3 , it can be seen that both PCT256 and PCT-E produced minimal number of slots during identification process compared to other methods. Specifically, PCT256 and PCT-E technique minimised the number of slots from EDFSA approach when the number of tags is between 400 and 500, and between 800 and 1200 tags. This is because the number of group sets for EDFSA will be doubled when the number of Backlog reached the specific threshold; while PCT increased number of group slowly according to the estimated number of unread tags. As a result, the number of slots are minimised for PCT256. On the other hand, PCT128 performed better than DFSA but does not outperform the EDFSA. According to optimal efficiency displayed in Figure 2 , the initial Q of 8 (frame-size = 256) has a wider range of high efficiency compared with the initial Q of 7. Therefore, PCT256
with initial frame-size of 256 has a better performance than the PCT128 with initial frame-size of 128. Table 11 shows that there is no improvement of our proposed methods compared to existing methods when the number of tags are low (up to around 300 tags). This is because PCT methods start dividing tags into groups only when the number of tags reach the specific threshold. As a result, for certain tag sizes, the number of slots and performance efficiency remained unchanged due to the same identification procedure, compared with DFSA and EDFSA methods. Moreover, Table 11 demonstrates the PCT128 as the only method that has different results when the number of tags are 100 and 200 tags. This is due to the fact that PCT128 is the only method that uses initial frame-size of 128 to predict Backlog. Therefore, even the number of tags still low, the PCT128 start splitting tags into group resulting in different tag outcomes. Furthermore, when the number of tags is 100 tags, PCT128 shows the minimal number of slots issues. The reason for the outcome is because PCT128 uses frame-size of 7 instead of 8 like other methods. Thus, when the number of tags are as low as 100 tags, the PCT128 perform the best. However, we can see from Figure 4 that the performance efficiency of PCT128 stabilised and does not improve any further when the number of tags increased. Table 11 and Figure 4 show that both PCT256 and PCT-E maintained its system efficiency above other methods and has the most stable performance. Nevertheless, the PCT-E required additional number of group sets from the PCT256 method throughout the identification process (see Table 6 and Table 10 ). As a result, the PCT-E required extra time to initiate a new group compared with the PCT256 method. On the other hand, the DFSA's efficiency dropped dramatically when the number of tags increase, while the EDFSA's efficiency become unstable during the time when number of groups doubled up from 1 to 2 and from 2 to 4. The PCT128 has steady performance but does not perform as good as PCT256. Table 12 demonstrates the percentage of improvement of the proposed PCT method versus EDFSA and DFSA methods. It can be seen that when the number of tags are low and the PCT methods have not divided these tags into groups, there is no difference for the outcome of our methods and existing methods, and the percentage of improvement remain unchanged. However, during the time when number of groups doubledup from 1 to 2 (400 tags) and from 2 to 4 (800 tags), PCT256 and PCT-E show the highest percentage of improvement compared with the EDFSA method. The percentage of improvement increased more stably compared with DFSA method, since the DFSA method does not imply group splitting rules. The PCT256 has a better performance than the EDFSA by about 4 percent on average, while it is approximately 11 percent better than the DFSA approach as demonstrated in Figure 5 . The optimal percentage of improvement of PCT256 method can achieve up to 14 percent and 21 percent compared with the EDFSA and DFSA respectively, depending on the number of tags within the interrogation zone. Nevertheless, the PCT-E method required additional number of groups from the PCT method and acquired slightly lower percentage of improvement compared with the PCT method. On the other hand, the PCT128 has a better performance than the DFSA method by around 6 percent on average, but does not show any improvement from the EDFSA technique, as displayed in Table 12 . However, the PCT128 still shows some improvement in some cases and able to achieve up to 16 percent compared with the EDFSA and DFSA methods. Therefore, we conclude that our proposed PCT256 method is the most effective method in terms of system efficiency and number of slots minimisation.
Conclusion
Throughout this research, we have identified the significance of RFID tag anti-collision and developed a concept to minimise the tag starvation problem. We have proposed the Probabilistic Cluster-Base Technique (PCT) to maximise the performance efficiency and reduce the total number of slots and frames queried during the tag identification process.
From the results and analysis, we have found that both our proposed PCT256 and PCT-E methods have produced a minimal number of slots when compared with existing state-of-the-art approaches. Specifically, the PCT256 displays higher performance efficiency than the EDFSA by about 4 percent on average, while it is approximately 11 percent better than the DFSA approach. The PCT-E method required an additional number of groups and acquired a slightly lower percentage of improvement compared with the PCT256 configuration. Through our empirical evaluation, we have concluded that our PCT256 method is the most reliable method. It has maintained its system efficiency above other existing state-of-the-art approaches and has the highest achieving performance.
